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Descriptive Inventory

SC 1781  RICHARDS, Frances, 1893-1991

1 folder. 1 item. 1938. Carbon copy.

1955.20.3

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC  RICHARDS, Frances, 1893-1991
1781  1938

Paper titled “Bowling Green’s Literary History” presented by Frances Richards to the Samuel Davies Chapter Daughters of the American Revolution 8 October 1938. 1 folder. 1 item. Carbon copy. 1955.20.3

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Authors – Bowling Green
Beauchamp, Ann (Cook), 1786-1826 – In literature
Beauchamp, Jeroboam O., 1802-1826 – In literature
Bent, Silas, 1882-1945 – Comments about
Crabb, Alfred Leland, 1884-1979 – Comments about
Mayo, George Morrow, 1896-1983 – Comments about
Obenchain, Lida (Calvert), 1856-1935 – Comments about
Phillips, Emanie (Nahm) Sachs Arling, 1893-1981 – Comments about
Price, Sarah Frances, 1849-1903 – Comments about
Underwood, Francis Henry, 1825-1894 – Comments about
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